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wherever you are
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Dayenu



• How to create whole-life disciplemaking

churches (2004–)

• Empowering God’s people for Monday 

to Saturday mission (2012–)

• How to create whole-life disciplemaking

theological colleges (2016–)





What kind of disciples 
does Jesus want to send 
out into the world? 

And what kind of church 
will help to make those 
kinds of disciples?

















⬤ Courageous

⬤ Persevering

⬤ Resourceful

⬤ Decisive

⬤ Patriotic

⬤ Strong

⬤ Agile

⬤ Multi-skilled

⬤ Intelligent

⬤ Witty

⬤ Cultured

⬤ Honest

Bond… 
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⬤ Resourced

⬤ Commissioned

⬤ Supported
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Your Church?
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Whole-Life Disciplemaking











Transforming Vocation
What’s at stake?











Disciple:
someone learning 
the way of Jesus 
in their context 

at this time



‘Come and see,’ 
said Philip.

John 1:46





Centurion: the power of the state

Pilot: the power of expertise

Owner: the power of money/ownership

Speaking to Power
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Paul’s ministry in the boat

• Interceding holistically

• Encouraging emotionally

• Witnessing clearly

• Strengthening physically

• Protecting practically







The God who
• sends with purpose

• grants favour

• gives wisdom 

• communicates

• responds to prayer 

• strengthens his people

• keeps his promises

• fulfils his purposes 
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Neighbour-

hood/Local
Global

Frontlines

/Work

Mission Strategy
To equip the people of God for mission 

together in all of their life:



98%
95%
of their waking lives

of Christians 

have neither 

been envisioned 

nor equipped for 

mission in



PoliticsCharity

Education

Public

Sector

Arts

Media
Business

Engineering

Health

& Care

Law

Sports

Retail Property



The Lausanne Congress

for World Evangelisation



Current Strategy for Mission

To recruit the people of God 

to use some of their leisure time 

to join the missionary initiatives 

of church-paid workers.



SSD
Pneumatology

Missiology

ChristologySoteriology

Theology

Ecclesiology

Hermeneutics



Why was the 

German church 

unable to resist 

Nazism?



An insufficiently robust 
doctrine of election.



Neighbour-

hood/Local
Global

Frontlines

/Work





It’s not the gospel 
they’ve been taught

It’s not the gospel 
they’re sharing



In nothing has the Church so lost Her hold on reality as 

Her failure to understand and respect the secular 

vocation. She has allowed work and religion to become 

separate departments, and is astonished to find that, as 

a result, the secular work of the world is 

turned to purely selfish and destructive 

ends, and that the greater part of the 

world’s intelligent workers have 

become irreligious or at least 

uninterested in religion…

Dorothy L. Sayers



But is it astonishing? How can anyone remain 

interested in a religion which seems to have 

no concern with nine-tenths of his life?

Dorothy L. Sayers



Evangelism is an invitation to join a 

movement to change the world.

Tony Campolo



Work is not a topic to be addressed 

but a context to disciple people for.

Neil Hudson





Praise
Protect
Provide
Pray



• Biblical frameworks

• Spiritual disciplines

• Practical skills



Work is not a topic to be addressed 

but a context to disciple people for.

Neil Hudson



Theological barrier

Methodological barrier



Overcoming the 
Sacred-Secular Divide 
through Theological 
Education



SSD Church SSD ChurchSeminary



• Is my institution’s culture affected 

by SSD?

• Is my teaching affected by SSD?

• Am I affected by SSD?



Philippines
India

Indonesia

Hong Kong

SingaporeKenya
Tanzania

Ethiopia

Zimbabwe

DRC

Malawi

Nigeria

Paraguay

Colombia

Brazil

Chile

Mexico

Costa Rica

Argentina

Guatemala

LICC & Langham Partnership

UK

Romania



• Institutional culture

• Curriculum

• Module design & assessment

• Individual lectures

Overcoming SSD





Overcoming the 
Sacred-Secular Divide 
through Theological 
Education



1. Everyone agrees 

SSD is a problem.



2. Most people don’t think 

it affects them. Initially.



3. Most were in seminary 

cultures affected by SSD.



4. Most didn’t have experience 

of a WLDM church.



5. Most didn’t have a holistic 

vision for everyday ‘lay’ 

engagement beyond 

evangelism.



6. Most agreed that the 

issue was systemic, and 

needed to be addressed 

systemically.



How whole-life 
is your college?



The seminary does not exist for itself 

but for the sake of the church.

René Padilla



Make a difference 
wherever you are


